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force in " the train-bands of commerce " and was much better supplied than its assumed rival with the means of enlisting, stimulating and relieving those whom it mustered into its service. A statement of the respective amounts of money and funds convertible into money which, at the period we speak of, were passing thro' the hands and, in various degrees, under the control of the respective governments of the coun-try and of the bank, will seem to the reader at first sight, marvellous; it is nevertheless vouched by official and authentic reports of both parties. The balance in the National Treasury, at the commencement of the " panic session'' was between four and five millions, the receipts from all sources for the year between 31 and 32 millions and the estimate of the accruing revenue for the year, from which it did not vary much, amounted to between 32 and 33 millions, whilst the annual operations of the bank in discounts and foreign and domestic ex-changes and according to its own published statements, at the same period amounted to three hundred and forty one millions of dollars, and it had on deposit a yearly average in its vaults of six millions of dollars belonging to the Federal Government, besides the deposits of individuals. The revenue of the United States was in due time ap-preprinted by law to specific purposes, but whether this was or was not done the President could not use a cent of it, until after the passage of a law authorising him to do so, without exposing himself to the penalties of impeachment; and of the national legislature, by which alone such an act could be passed, it is not too much to say that a majority in one of its branches—the Senate— were the devoted partisans of the bank. The public money subject to the individual control of the President was that portion constituting the secret service fund, which was limited to fifteen or twenty thousand dollars. The extent of control with which the President of the bank was clothed over its immense funds, at that particular period, will be seen hereafter. I may say here without hesitation or hazard, that as to any amount of them that could in any way be so directed or applied as to promote the object of the bank his authority was not subject to embarrassing restrictions of any kind.
It was, I doubt not, under some such views of the relative powers of the two governments that the resolution to compel an extension of the charter of the bank, by the arbitrary exercise of those with which it was armed, was formed after the Presidential election of 1832. Among the great men who filled conspicuous parts in the attempt to carry that resolution into effect Nicholas Biddle, then President of the bank, and Henry Clay, the leading member of the Senate of the "United States, exerted far greater influence than any of their coadjutors. Mr. Biddle represented, upon a claim of authority which has never been publicly questioned nor its exercise condemned, the entire

